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Stormtech: Architectural drainage for
bathroom projects
The importance of choosing compliant and conforming products
in bathroom designs is critical for its required functionality.
While cutting corners can be tempting, shaving margins off by buying
cheaper, low-quality products will end up costing more in the long
run – and not just in a monetary sense.

Stormtech | Apollo Marble
Fibre Composites | Gleda
Mitsubishi | Gro Agencies
Harvey Norman Commercial
Interpod | Coldbuster
Merit Stone | Rak Ceramics
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Products demonstrating reduced flexibility can signal low quality,
as they are only relevant for general applications. A cheap solution also
suggests a lack of testing, or a short research and development period,
which could lead to problems later down the line.

As the pioneer of linear drainage in Australia, Stormtech provides
a range of choices to suit a myriad of drainage possibilities to suit
specific situations. Stormtech’s use of Grade 316 marine grade
stainless steel illustrates its dedication to a higher quality of material.
Stormtech drains are fully compliant with a number of building codes,
in particular Plumbing Code AS3500.
With 25 years experience in architectural drainage, Stormtech have all
products certified by Greentag and Level 2 Watermark.

Unfortunately, the lasting impact of cheap alternatives may be
completely unforeseen by those who have invested in them.
Reduced flexibility, for example, could lead to the need to rework
existing plumbing.
Like cheap products from any sector, it is probable that less costly
drainage systems will result in a shorter lifespan and if drainage
systems are not suitable for the job required, it may result in damage,
not only to the system, but also to the building it is incorporated
in. In the worst-case scenario, if a drainage system is found to be
non-conforming and non-compliant, it may need to be replaced entirely.
WWW.ANCR.COM.AU

For more information contact Stormtech, phone 1300 653 403, website
www.stormtech.com.au
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marbled perfection
Apollo Marble is renowned for having one of the widest and
stunning ranges of quality marble and granite. The business
has extensive experience with residential and commercial projects
completing some of the most luxurious installations in Tasmania,
including the recent Macquarie Wharf Redevelopment.

touch of luxury to any space. Applications for their products are
as wide reaching as the types of stone available and includes floor
treatments, wall coverings and tiles, as well as granite vanity bench
tops. It also supplies stone fireplaces in premium suites and stone
features in the building’s reception and cocktail bars.

“We were very honoured to be involved in such a project architectural
piece for Tasmania,” says Apollo Marble’s, Panagiotis Behrakis. “It is a
well thought-out design and a great project to be involved in.”

Apollo Marble has a spectacular portfolio which includes work on
notable projects such as the Saffire Hotel, Fairway Rise Retirement
Village and Metz Apartments Battery Point. Apollo Marble and Granite
also worked on refurbishments for the Freycient Lodge, Woolstore
Hotel, Country Club, Henry Jones Hotel and Wrest Point Hotel.

Dealing in stone materials such as granite, marble, onyx, limestone,
travertine, bluestone and sandstone, Apollo Marble can bring to
life a wide range of conceptual design ideas with their extensive
product knowlege and craftsmenship. This includes kitchens, vanities,
fireplaces, feature walls and table tops.
“We also deal with engineered stones such as Smartstone,
Quantum Quartz, Caesar Stone and Essa Stone,” added Panagiotis.
“We source materials from all around the world, primarily Italy,
Brazil, Spain and China.”
Apollo Marble has access to some of the most spectacular materials,
in a range of colours that are both hard wearing and adds a unique
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For more information contact Apollo Marble and Granite,
237 Elizabeth Street, Hobart TAS 7000, phone 03 6231 5666,
fax 03 6231 5657, email asta@apollomarblegranite.com.au, website
www.apollomarblegranite.com.au
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Are your showers
ticking time bombs?
Despite builders best eﬀorts, leaking showers
are consistently listed in the QBCC’s 10 most
common defects. Sadly, sometimes this is due
to sub-standard workmanship, but most of the
time it is the design of the shower itself which is
creating the potential for disaster.
Most contractors are at a complete loss as to why, but
detailed testing has shown how, by the action of expansion
and contraction, water is “pumped” along glue cavities to escape
the shower enclosure, no matter how well it is water-proofed.
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The best way to prevent the problem is to seal the screen
directly to the membrane, and NOT to the tiles.
Waterstop Streamline provides:
•

Positive connection between screen
and membrane

•

Maximises ﬂoor area

•

Provides a template for following trades

•

Ensures correct fall to waste

•

Complies with and exceeds AS3740

•

Modern, cost eﬀective, one-piece design

•

20 diﬀerent shapes and sizes

•

Minimum change for maximum beneﬁts
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Add-A-Bathroom is the prefabricated bathroom division of
Fibre Composites International Pty Ltd, an independently
owned Australian company started by John Arnold in 2000.

Remove the doubt. Fit Waterstop Streamline ...
and forget about leaking showers.
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For more information, visit www.waterstopstreamline.com.au
Phone 07 5426 3700 • Fax 07 5426 3711 • Email sales@gleda.com.au
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Fibre Composites is the manufacturing division that John started over
17 years ago to produce a range of fibreglass components for the
Australian commercial and domestic markets.
The company started making the Add-A-Bathroom prefabricated
bathrooms and shower cubicles 15 years ago and has supplied these
units into the Australian market across the commercial and domestic
sectors ever since.
Over the past six years the company has undertaken an extensive
development programme and has developed the Add-A-Bathroom
prefabricated bathroom system to incorporate ‘flat packed kit’ and
‘fully assembled’ pod formats and has introduced the new Tiled Look
finish, taking the product to a new level of feel, fit and finish.
In recent years, Add-A-Bathroom has also exported both the
prefabricated bathrooms and showers into a number of countries
throughout the Pacific Islands. It has recently started to export the
Add-A-Bathroom range to New Zealand.

AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL CONSTRUCTION REVIEW
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The manufacturing division has its primary factory based in Adelaide,
with a second factory in Batam, Indonesia producing flat packed
modular bathrooms and shower cubicles. The addition of the off shore
facility has enabled Add-A-Bathroom to offer even more competitive
price structures to its many clients. The fitout and assembly of the
Add-A-Bathroom pods is completed in their Australian facility to individual
clients specifications or to a standard Add-A-Bathroom package.
Add-A-Bathroom pods can also be supplied in small quantities so are
suitable for use in smaller projects, even in individual units. They can
be provided in ‘flat packed kit’ or ‘fully assembled’ format.
The pictures above depict some Add-A-Bathroom pods being
delivered and placed into the $47 million Victoria University
Student Accommodation project recently completed in Footscray.
Add-A-Bathroom supplied bathroom pods in fully assembled
pre-fitted format into the 173 apartments. Their pods have been used
in a number of other student and hospitality accommodation projects
around Australia.
For more information contact Fibre Composites International Pty Ltd,
phone 1300 559 121, email info@addabathroom.com.au, website
www.addabathroom.com.au
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Bathrooms now and forever
Gro Agencies is a family owned and operated business with
our showroom located in Osborne Park WA and retail partners
across Australia. We have been offering personal service and advice
to our customers for over 35 years. Our business is focused on
providing European designed and manufactured bathroom products.

and is a major contract supplier to luxury hotels and cruise ships
throughout the world. Inda’s bathroom furniture is comprehensive,
with over 3,000 combinations available, Inda has the solution for most
bathrooms domestic or commercial. The extensive range of bathroom
accessories by Inda are leading in design, functional and affordable.

Gro Agencies is the national distributor for TECE, a German company
specialising in concealed flushing and drainage technology. TECE have
won several major design awards including the DesignPlus and Red Dot
design awards for their market leading design of the TECEsquare Metal
push plate and their new flush valve with variable flushing volume.

Headquartered in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA, with locations
throughout Europe, GRAFF is globally recognized for its
trend-setting products and unique vision. Supported since 1922 by
extensive plumbing and hardware manufacturing experience, GRAFF
has positioned itself at the forefront of design creating designer-based
collections for the luxury market.

The TECE cisterns are all WELS approved for 4.5/3 litre flush
with the 8cm cistern also approved for 6/3 litre flush. All TECE
cisterns have a minimum water capacity of 9 litres. Pictured is the
TECEsquare Metal push plate which is available in 4 finishes, Stainless
Steel, Chrome, Gloss White and Matte Black. The Square Metal push
plate when installed sits 3mm off the wall, a beautiful slim line design.
TECE also offer a modular profile system that can be made offsite,
this system can include the cistern, washbasin and other components
for the bathroom.
Inda is our Italian supplier of bathroom accessories and bathroom
furniture. Inda have been manufacturing for more than 70 years
WWW.ANCR.COM.AU

Utilising the latest manufacturing technology and thanks to a tradition
of old-world craftsmanship, GRAFF’s commitment to creating
cutting-edge, premium-quality collections is evident in each and every
product. Our featured product is Sento, “lightness and strength’’ are
the principles that inspired Angeletti Ruzza Design when they created
this collection. Its minimal yet sensual design is defined by clean,
simple lines that result in a strong visual impact.
For more information contact Gro Agencies, Showroom 2–37
Howe Street, Osborne Park WA, phone 08 9446 3288, website
www.groagencies.com.au
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Merit Stone are rapidly establishing themselves as a trusted and passionate supplier of
high quality marble and stone products in Melbourne. Merit Stone also pride themselves as a
company who provide custom designed and made products which meet the unique requirements
of each customer.
Merit Stone are focusing their activity in Melbourne’s southern, south eastern and eastern suburbs,
principally in the domestic sector, although has a commitment to widening their geographic
coverage across Melbourne, as well as expanding into the commercial sector.
Managing Director Irwin Li, said that Merit Stone specialises in offering a range of high-end
premium quality stones. “Our professional team prides themselves on providing a personalised
design service to meet customers’ building and renovating needs. We can craft marble and natural
stones into different shapes and sizes according to their vision.”
Whatever the particular requirement, whether it is for bathrooms, kitchens, fireplaces or
living-room feature walls, Merit Stone has the capability to shape and install flawless marble and
granite solutions for their customers, thus a unique appearance is achieved.
Merit Stone has a product range which includes marble and granite pillars to deliver an elegant
and grand scale inside or outside the home. Merit Stone can design and supply waterjet marble
and stone tiles for traditional or modern designs. The company provides an exquisite collection
of fireplace designs in marble or granite which creates that special ambience within the home.
Irwin Li says that Merit Stone are committed to delivering beautiful, high quality
products at prices that are competitive and customer-friendly. “We recognise that
our customers have individual tastes and requirements so our product range can
be tailored to everyone’s needs through careful selection of stones and colours.
We can cut to any size and offer natural or cultured marble to suit every requirement.
At all times we guarantee our work and aim to provide complete customer satisfaction.”
For more information contact Merit Stone, Unit 51, 170 Forster Road, Mt Waverley VIC 3149,
phone 03 9544 1132, email dukahsontrading@gmail.com, website www.meritstone.com.au
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Modular Bathrooms
have now gone designer
Delivering
bespoke private
sancturies to
large scale
projects!
INTRODUCING A WINNING
PARTNERSHIP IN BATHROOMS

The Best Heating Choice
Best Heating Choice for any Bathroom
any
Bathroom
Your customersfor
deserve
the option
to include floor heating in their
The

Australia’s most awarded
bathroom designer and Australia’s
leading and most experienced
bathroom pod manufacturer.

bathroom,
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toasty
warm
floor
on aincold
Your customers
deserve the that
option
to include
floor
heating
their winter’s
bathroom, day.
to
experience
that toasty warm
on a cold winter's day. And at a suprisingly low cost!
And
at a surprisingly
lowfloor
cost!
Consider the benefits
Floor Heating...
Considerof
theColdbuster
benefits of Coldbuster
Floor Heating...
FROM THE FLOOR UP - Heat rises.
So from
it makes
most
sense
the
floor
upto
– heat
Heat the
rises
room from the floor rather than the
so it makes most sense to heat the
walls or ceiling. AND keep those
room
the floor rather than the
bare
feetfrom
warm!
walls or ceiling. AND keep those bare

EVENLY DISTRIBUTED - Radiant
feet warm!
heating is delivered throughout the
floor
area, distributed
with no overly
cold heating
or hot
Evenly
– Radiant
spots.
No
gusts
of
hot
air
is delivered throughout the floor area,
blasting out from a single point!
with no overly cold or hot spots. No hot air

SPEED
- Get
to your
desired
blasting
out from
a single
point!
temperature in as little as 30
Speed – Achieve your desired
minutes.
temperature in as little as 30 minutes.

UNOBTRUSIVE - Nothing to see
here!
No sound or– smell
Unobtrusive
nothingortoventing
see here!
required.
No sound or smell or venting required.
DURABLE AND RELIABLE Durable
and Reliable
– Stringent
Stringent
testing
is undertaken
at all
testing
is
undertaken
at
all
stages
of the
stages of the manufacturing
process.
manufacturing process.
MAINTENANCE FREE - Coldbuster
Maintenance Free – Coldbuster
floor
heating has no moving parts
heating
has no
movingand
parts
and
andfloor
is not
subject
to wear
tear.
is not subject to wear and tear.

ALLERGY & ENVIRONMENTALLY
LOW CAPITAL COST - Floor heating
FRIENDLY
- Coldbuster heaters do
costs
far
less
to
supply
than
Allergy
and environmentally
Low Capital Cost – Floor heating
not emit vola tile organic
alternatives,
with
minimal
labour
and
friendly – Coldbuster heaters do
costs far less to supply than alternatives,
compounds, gases, fumes or dust
quick installation.
not emit
volatile organic compounds,
with minimal labour and quick installation.
particles.
COST EFFECTIVE TO RUN - High- gases, fumes or dust particles.
Cost
to Run
– Significantly
EASE OF INSTALLATION techeffective
thermostatic
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ensures
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– Coldbuster
reduce
ongoing
costs
as our
high-tech
can install
for you, or
heat is
on only
when
required.
Also,EaseColdbuster
you
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retainenergy
heat for
certain
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thermostats
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installation
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you may
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installation
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online videos.
totimes,
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No
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efficient
energy
videos. No special tools are required
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support is available.
use when tariffs are at their most
and friendly support is always available.
(turning on/off only as needed). And if you
attractive. These efficiencies can
ADD PROPERTY VALUE - Floor
have
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you may
be able to
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reduce
whole-of-life
Add heating
Property
– Floor
is oneValue
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spends that
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value that
far more
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to
be
a
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than its cost because, although it is
Long warranty – All heaters come
thermostats 3 years.
item, it is simply not priced so. For
considered by most to be a luxury
with 15 year warranty, thermostats 3 years.
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SAFETY - Heater elements are fullyitem, relatively
it overall
is simply
not priced
the
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Safety
Heater
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add image
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image.
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MOISTURE– - Help
Help reduce
reduceoror even
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Moisture
totally
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totally
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and mildew.

For your next project, contact Coldbuster: the construction industry specialists supplying all types of high quality, low-cost radiant floor heating systems throughout Australia.
yoursuperior,
next project,
contact Coldbuster:
the construction
specialists
supplying all through
types of high
quality,
We take prideFor
in our
personalised
client services
- fromindustry
pre-quotation
consultation
to post-installation
support.
low-cost radiant floor heating systems throughout Australia.
1800
85superior,
75 65 personalised
sales@coldbuster.com.au
www.coldbuster.com.au
We take pride
in our
client services – from pre-quotation consultation
through to post-installation support.

1800 85 75 65

sales@coldbuster.com.au

www.coldbuster.com.au

As part of our commitment to
architect value into everything
we do, Interpod have secured the
exclusive services of Australia's
most awarded bathroom designer,
to deliver only the best possible
bathrooms for our clients. This
year, along with 2016, '15, '14
and beyond, Minosa Design has
won the HIA award for Bathroom
Design of the Year, KBDI Bathroom
Design of the Year, along with a
host of international awards
across varying categories.

CALL US TODAY 1300 00 PODS
or visit www.interpod.com

